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East-West Relations

Lavigne Critical of U.S. Trade Policies
by Jenny Yang

The Gildersleeve Lecture Series of
1984 came to a close last Tuesday, No-
vember 13, with a presentation by Marie
Lavigne. Professor of Economics at the
University of Paris, on "East-West Eco-
nomic Relations: A Western European
Perspective."

Lavigne analyzed the differing view-
points of the United States and Western
Europe on East (Eastern Europe and
USSR)-West(Westem Europe and United

States) trade policy, and addressed "the
reasons why Western Europeans find it
difficult to agree with the United States'
standpoint."

According to Deborah Milenkovitch,
chairwoman of the Barnard Economics De-
partment, the viewpoint Lavign offers is
one that "is rarely seen in the American
press, but is vital to understand the course
of our relations with our West European
allies."

Lavigne is Europe's leading scholar in

Gift-Giving Dance Revives
Art of Matchmaking

the field of international trade and eco-
nomic relations; she is currently the Di-
rector of the Center for the International
Economics of Socialist Countries and a
consultant to the French government La-
vigne's chief criticism of the United States
is that the United States uses trade as a
political weapon against the Soviet Union
She pointed out that "it is the European
Economic Community (EEC) that suffers
the consequences.''

There are four major areas of US-
EEC divergence. Lavigne said trade pol-
icies concerning agriculture, energy.
machinery, and the issue of credit. Re-
garding agriculture, after the Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanistan, the U S imposed a

grain embargo against the Soviet Union to
create economic difficulties and foment
political unrest until the embargo was
lifted in 1981 by President Reagan

"The lifting of the embargo was bit-
terly resented in Western Europe with the
feeling that the embargo had been imposed
on political grounds but had been lifted as
soon as it was fell in the U S that it was
hurting the economic interests of the
American farmers. ' Lavigne observed ll
had been felt that U S Grains and the
citizens did not quite respect the embargo,
yet France had been prevented from sell-
ing a significant quantity of gram to the
Soviet Union just a few weeks before the

Continued on page 7
by Yi-Ung Woo

O.K. It has been days, weeks,
months, maybe years since you have been
admiring this person. Perhaps you have
seen him everyday in class or maybe she is
one of those "campus pedestrians" who
you occasionally see crossing the street.
Maybe you see him only at parties or may-
be she lives down the hall from you. The
possibilities are innumerable. Neverthe-
less, you have been secretly (or maybe not
so secretly) catching a glance of your
Prince or Princess Charming. Practically
everyone on campus, except for him or
her, knows of your infatuation but what
can you do about it besides nearly having
heart failure every time you see your po-
tential sweetheart?

Well, swoon no more! Your chance
to meet the man or woman of your dreams
has come. The Brooks-Hewitt-Reid
(BHR) Dorm Council, in conjunction with

Mclntosh Activities, the Plimpton Dorm
Council and the 49 Claremont Dorm
Council, is sponsoring a Personal Gift
Dance on December 8, 1984 from 9:30
P M.-2 A.M. in Mclntosh Center

Since the holidays are arriving and
gift-giving is symbolic of the season, why
not match up a friend or participate in this
fun event yourself? Matchmaking is rela-
tively simple. Either you or a friend
chooses two people that you know and
would like to match up for the dance.
However, you must not let either of them
know who their prospective date will be.
The rest of the formalities are simple.
First, you pay a two dollar fee to pair up
each couple when you sign up at any of the
designated places. Then, an invitation will
be sent to each person informing them of
where and when they shall meet their sec-
ret gift before they proceed on to the party

Continued on page 7 At least 2 people opened their gift before the ' 'Personal Gift Dance ''

Frosh Seminars Off to Good Start
by Shdagh Lafferty

As the end of the first semester ap-
proaches, questions have been raised by
students and administrators about how
well the new Freshmen Seminar Program
is working.

Twenty-eight seminars constitute the
entire program, which is arranged into five
thematic clusters. The individual clusters
are labeled "Literary Reflections of the
Human Condition," "Women in Litera-
ture and Culture," "Ways of Knowing,"
"The Individual and the Social Order,"
and "Aspects of the Modem Condition."

The purposes of the seminar program
include ' 'developing prerequisite skills in
critical reading and analysis of important
texts, effective speaking, in writing
well," in an intellectually challenging en-
vironment where both students and profes-

sors undertake an expanded reflection of
certain motifs within a small class setting.
History Professor Robert McCaughey, Di-
rector of the Freshman Seminar Program,
abbreviated the principle focus of the
courses to' 'developing writing skills."

Every entering Barnard freshman is
required to take the freshman seminar. The
seminars meet at [east two tunes each
week and enrollment is limited to twenty
or fewer students. Additionally, students
must complete six books or the equivalent
of 2,000 pages, and a writing assignment
every other week.

When asked about how he felt the
seminars are going, McCaughey said they
were "going well, but there are several
different ways to assess exactly how
well." He explained, "The fact that the
program is underway is a measure of suc-

cess in itself '' Another measure of the pro-
gram's success offered by McCaughey is
seen in the numberof faculty involved in
the program who have indicated a desire to
continue participation in the program
again next year.

"This is significant." McCaughey
explained "because professors generally
teach courses within their own depart-
ments, and may feel pressures against
teaching outside of them in seminar cour-
ses "

As for students, he said "the vote is
Continued on page 7

Break time!! Break dance 11 Hot Patooty.
It ;is Turkey Day and we ate starved. As
you jguessed. we ate taking a break. We'll

. Enjoy!!
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Letter to the Editor
Egocentric Economics

To The Editor
In reference to Anthony Fountain s

response of November 14 to my October
24 column Youth Voles for the Dollar
I would like to thank Mr Fountain for
what I believe lo be support of my theory

I haven t an inkling as to what 'polit
ical bent Mr Fountain has branded me
but will assure him that I am far from being
the Social Democrat that he appears to
think me to be As I stated in Youth
Votes for the Dollar I (eel that economic
self advancement carries no negative con
notation whatsoever However 1 am con
cerned when said self interest is dommat
ed by egocentncity and results in ambiva
lerxe where social isssues are involved

Dare I ask Mr Fountain exactly how
unemployed construction workers in up-

state New York unemployed auto work
ers in Detroit and maybe even unem
ployed college graudates everwhere will
benefit from mckle down taking into
account the current size of the national
deficit' To my knowledge Mr Fountain
those in the lower income brackets have
not received any significant help from
Reagonomics While America s wealthy
have been helped those Americans
who are unemployed and/or who are liv
ing below the poverty level have suffered

extensively as ' trickle down is taking
quite a long time to achieve the desired
effect

While I may appear arrogant Mr
Fountain in suggesting that we should be
concerned that all Americans are able to
reach a certain level of economic security
I would be much more content to know
that all my fellow countrymen were at least
being given the chance to attain the' good
life ' My conscience would be plagued
with guilt were I lo drive around in the
Porsche 911 you intend to buy when you

strike gold as I would know that mil
lions of Americans annual incomes were
much less than the price of one such luxury
item I am not implying that you don't
deserve a reward for all your hard work
Mr Fountain but if you die so concerned
with fostering a healthy domestic econ
omy why not buy instead an American
made car to help all the ' 'unemployed auto
workers in Detroit'5' Finally Mr Foun
tain please pardon my asking but may I
trust that the opera to which you will be
racing in your sportscar will be one to
benefit the ERA "Save the Whales,' or
those college students who have been de
med loans by the Reagan Administration''

Sincerely,
Anne Metcalf, Barnard '86

Can I Talk?
by

RR: Promises, Promises
by Anne Metcalf

In his October 7 debate with Walter
Mondale President Ronald Reagan main
tained the federal deficit would disappear
of its own accord as the economy grew
Unfortunately officials have indicated
that such projection for economic growth
wa.s perhaps too optimistic lo say the
teast

According to the November 15 New
York Times without new spending reduc
tions or tan increases by Congress the
Reagar Administration estimates that the
ckhxit for the fiscal year 1985 which be

gan October 1, will be $210 billion with
the projections for 1987 and 1988 being
only slightly lower

In August appropriately before the
election, the 198S projection made in the
Administration's budget review was
$172 4 billion, followed by $174 2 billion
for 1986

David Stockman. Director of the Of
hce of Management and Budget has been
said to be presenting the president with the
possibility of increasing taxes, while Sec
retary of the Treasury Donald T Regan

Continued on page 8
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Young Meet Old Through Volunteer Group
I

by Emily Wolfe
One of the least known of Columbia

University's community organizations is
the Student Help for the Elderly, a student
run organization which offers service to
elderly people on the Upper West Side.
These services include companionship, .
shopping, reading, escorting, light house-
keeping, and other general household
tasks.

Student Help for the Elderly, or SHE.
is run by six directors. Any member of the
University community, undergraduate or
graduate; may join the organization. The
service is offered to anyone over fifty years
of age who lives between 59th Street and
115th Street. Clients are assessed by one or
more of the directors in order to make the
best possible match with the student-aide.

Although it is not a new organization
on campus (its inception was eight years
ago), SHE has been a volunteer organiza-
tion for only one year. In previous years, a
fee was charged for services rendered.
Now, clients are only charged when they
request light housekeeping to be done.
There were two main reasons for the
change to a volunteer organization. The
first was that SHE wanted to become a
member of Community Volunteer Service
Center (CVSC), the umbrella group for all
volunteer service organizations. The sec-
ond reason was that SHE wanted to reach
more people. The fee was too expensive
for many people in need of the service.
Says Lisa Geismar, one of the directors,
"People are very poor, without our help,
they would have a tough lime."

According to Geismar, Student Help
for the Elderly is an unusual group. It is a
"community based service" which "puts
students in the reality of how other people
[different from themselves] live." Harriet

Directors Lisa Geismar, Harriet Barovick, Ama Dwimoli: students ' 'in the reality of
how other people live.''

Boravick, another director says, "There
seems to be a common misconcep-
tion of the organization. People feel that
they [elderly people] are something lesser
to deal with than the homeless." In fact.

many of them are single women living
alone, "trapped". They are often lonely
or disabled.

At present, there are approximately
twenty students plus the six directors in-

ninety percent of the clients are poor; volved in Student Help for the Elderly.

They are able to service about twenty el-
derty people Each student has one client.
although some have more. One of the big-
gest problems according to Geismar is
having enough students who want to work.
There is always a need for volunteers be-
cause the more volunteers there are. the
more people they can serve. Student Help
for the Elderly encourages underclassmen
to gel involved with the program so thai
they can become directors after they have J
had some experience with the organiza-
tion.

Student Help for the Elderly sponsors
workshops which acquaint people with the
problems of the elderly. In the past, one of
the speakers was Ruth Bennett, an advisor
to the program during its earlier years
SHE also plans to become involved with
community groups such as the Bronx-
North Manhattan Coalition. This group
holds workshops which members of SHE
plan to attend. One of the main events
planned by members of SHE is a walk-a-
thon. Each April, members of the group
collect pledges and make the long trek
from the campus down to Chinatown and
back

Student Help for the Elderly is not
only a service organization. Along with
helping members of the community, the
students learn many things about the prob-
lems of the elderly Working with -such a
group is a stepping stone for a career in
geriatrics. Many times, close relationships
develop between the student-aide and the
elderly person Says Rhea Pliakas. a sen-
ior who has been involved with the pro-
gram for two semesters, "I gained a
friend, someone who cares about me.
too "

Poetics Colloq: The Female Voice Gathers Strength
by Ava Rose

The Maison Francais hosted its
Eighth International Colloquium on Poet-
ics November 15—17. As in the past, the
colloquium was orchestrated by Columbia
Professor Michael Riffaterre. This year,
however, Riffaterre shared his responsi-
bilities as coordinator and mediator of the
colloquium with Nancy Miller, chair of the
Women's Studies department at Barnard.

That this year's colloquium was the
most successful ever is, as Riffaterre
pointed out, both a tribute to Miller and an
indication of the level of enthusiasm of
feminist scholars in the academic com-
munity.

This year's colloquium on the Poetics
of Gender drew its 20 speakers and its
outspoken (often floor-sitting) audience
from both sides of Broadway, from both
sides of the country, and from both sides of
the Atlantic. This diversity was echoed in
the topics of the 17 papers presented. Men
and women speakers discussed male and
female characters, masculine and femi-
nine images, texts, interpretations, and
operations. French and American feminist
criticism was called upon, drawn from,
played with, and re-worked.

The direction of the colloquium was
neither aimed solely at (^construction of
the existing binary opposition of gender,
nor at the reinscription of new concepts of
difference. Instead, the goal of the femi-
nist discourse was one of movement.

Harvard Professor Alice Jardine calls
this dynamic discourse Gynesis: a valori-
zation of the feminine-as-process in writ-
ing, representation, and modes of thought.
This process was personified in the dis-
course of the three-day colloquium.

Profs Read Latest
by Roxana Fernandez

Close to 50 students and faculty
members assembled in Barnard Hall's
Sulzberger Parlor Tuesday, November 13
to hear Barnard professors read their re-
cently published work as part of the Bar-
nard Literary Magazine's second annual
faculty meeting.

The Literary Magazine staff invited
seven Barnard English Professors to read
excerpts from their published prose, fic-
tion, and poetry. Nina Soloman, one of the
magazine's editors, said the tradition be-
gan last year.

The majority of the works read dealt
with personal experiences and the attempt
to recover a lost past—that of a grown-up

child or of a native country left behind.
Janice Thaddeus, Chairwoman of the Eng-
lish Department, read poetry dealing with
the acceptance of her grown-up children.
Professor Diana Chang read a prose piece
"about my own identity" and youth in
China. "Spaces," a poem by Professor
Quandra Pretty man, dealt with the spaces
occupied in life, and how her daughter,
who once occupied a space inside of her,
now has her own "spaces" that can make
Prettyrnan a grandmother.

Chang described the event as stimu-
lating because "a writer's personal and
writing voices are different, and a new
perspective is gained by "hearing their
speaking voice as well.''

Papers were presented by such noted
feminist critics, scholars and writers as
Jardine; Catherine Stimpson. Rutgers Pro-
fessor and founder of the feminist journal
Signs' Mary Ann Caws; Ann Rolalind
Jones; Jane Gallop. Sandra Gilbert; co-
author of The Madwoman in the Anic Su-
san Guber, Elaine Showalter. Miniquc
Wittig, and Nancy Miller.

The speakers, too numerous to men-
tion by name, incorporated much of each
other's work in their papers—agreed, dis-
agreed, here pushing further, there expres-
sing their reservations and at all times open
to questions, comments and criticism

Presentations revolved around writ-
ers such as Virginia Woolf. Gertrude
Stein, Emily Dickenson, the Brontes,
George Sand, and of theorists, critics, and
philosophers such as Jaques Lacan, Hel-
ene Cixous, Luce Irigaray, Julia Cristeva.
Jacques Derrida and Nancy Chodonow

Issues raised included the problema-
tics of binary oppositions of phallologo-
centric thought; die woman writer's
"anxiety of authorship;" Gilbert and Gu-
bar's new concept: "anxiety of influ-
ence"; the Derridian Notion of Differ-

Connnued on page 8
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Frank Langella andDianne Wiest in After The Fall.

Miller's After The Fall Falters
by Frank Scbeck

Two recent all-star revivals of the
plays of famous American playwrights
have revealed to us. with startling clanty,
the deficiencies m these authors' later
works Clittord Odets' The Country Girl
and Arthur Miller's After thgfall are plays
thai were written after muni greater suc-
cesses Odets' came in the mid-Thirties,
when he hit his peak with su£t(£Group
Theatre productions as Waiting for Lefty,
Awake and Sin/;, and Paradise Lost. These
works are badly dated now. but along with
their crude ideology they possessed an
edgmess and vitality that was lost to Odets'
by 1950. the time of The Country Girl

Certainly, it would be tempting to
equate Odets with Frank Elgin, the has-
been alcoholic actor who is trying to make
his comeback. But the important autobio-
graphical aspect of The Country Girl is the
depiction of its millieu, the theatre The
play is sentimental, overblown and lead-
en, but it skillfully and realistically illus-
trates the relationship between director
and actor This is a subject Odets' certainly
knew something about, and the current
production at the Chelsea Playhouse un-
derscores this by having Jeffrey DeMunn,
playing the director, look suspiciously like
the young Odets

DeMunn is the strongest link in the
cast Hal Holbrook, normally an intelli-

gent and understated actor, dangerously
overplays his role as Frank As his wife
Georgie, the "country girl" whose gentle
manners belie hidden strength. Christine
Lahti compensates by underplaying. The
result is a badly skewed play, and when the
director makes his romantic move towards
Georgie we are actually cheering him on

If The Country Girl is leaden, then
After the Fall is absolutely ponderous. It
came along after Death of a Salesman,
but. more importantly, it came after Mil-
ler's marriage to Marilyn Monroe. The
actress in the original production was
made to look and sound exactly like Mon-
roe, and Miller was roundly criticized for
his theatncal exhumation. In the present
production, at the Playhouse 91, the cast-
ing of Dianne Wiest goes against that con-
ception, since Wiest has never been what
anyone would call a sex symbol. But the
casting works, as does that of Frank Lan-
gella. who plays Miller's alter-ego. the
lawyer Quentin. Langella forsakes his us-
ual mannerisms and affectations to deliver
a restrained and moving performance. But
the play, which takes place (redundantly)
in the "mind, thought, and memory of
Quentin," is a strained attempt to explore
the "death of love in the world." starting
with the Nazi extermination camps, pro-
gressing to the Communist witch hunts,

Continued on page S

I H EATER "Out of Our Father's House was not only
a wonderful production but a joyous event."

by Maggie Levin*
Last week's Barnard College Theater

Program's production of Eve Merriam's
Out of Our Father's House opened the
moment you stepped into the theatre. As
the house filled, six women on stage let
loose to the sounds of their own clapping
and singing. Each woman wore different
warm up clothes: a batik t-shm, turquoise
sweatpants, a "Unique warehouse" tank
lop, a leotard. Five of the six women had
short androgynous haircuts As the house-
lights dimmed, the six Barnard women then
proceeded to beautifully convey to the au-
dience what they had in common with six
other women: Eliza Southgate, an eigh-
teenth century schoolgirl. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, the founder of the Woman's Suf-
frage Movement, Maria Mitchell, a nine-
teenth century astronomer, "Mother"
Mary Jones, the labor organizer. Or Anna
Howard Shaw, a minister and a doctor,
and Elizabeth Gertrude Stem, a woman
from a turn of the nineteenth century Jew-
ish ghetto.

Out of Our Father's House is based
upon the author's book. Growing Up Fe-
male in America: Ten Lives In the play.
Merriam challenges time and brings six of
these women together in a single space, an
abandoned summer house Director Alan
Brody and his sensitive cast then allow
these women to interact in a way thai his-
tory and society never would have allowed
them to do.

Director Alan Brody and

his sensitive cast then

aMow these women to

interact in a way that

history and society would

never have amowed them

to do*

***

The characters share their struggles
and the process of moving out of their
father's houses, without the use of dia-
logue. Instead, the women relive events
and feelings, in the form of monologues,
taken from actual diaries, journals and let-
ters. This structure poses a problem that
Brody and his ensemble fruitfully over-
come: how to create a sense of community
and communication, without conventional
conversation. The production's unique
opening introduced Brody's solution. The
presence of the women in modern clothing
set up an opposition that was soon de-
stroyed: the women in warm ups and short

haircuts were not that different from the
characters they were portraying. The de-
vice also allowed the women to become
their characters on stage before the audi-
ence. By not entering in costume, from the
wings, during a blackout, the actresses
were not as alienated from the audience. I
felt I was with the ensemble from the mo-
ment I stepped into the theatre. The
women got into costume on stage and
more importantly, they helped each other
get dressed. Watching the women move

The characters show

their struggles and the

process of moving out of

their fathers' houses

without the use of

dialogue.

from warming up together to playing
"dress up" together immediately estab-
lished a .sense of ensemble

Working to bring their stories to life
gave the women further opportunity to in-
teract with one another. Stage hands did
not provide Gertrude Stern with the desk
and typewriter she needed for her new
office. These were brought to her by the
other characters. All of the sound effects
came from on stage: whistling winds, gal-
loping hooves and dying moans. In each
scene, the women provided or created
what was needed to tell the story This kept
the stage free of theatrical artifice and rein-
forced the image of the women as storytel-
lers telling their own stories.

Sometimes the interaction among the
characters was physical: they danced to-
gether and they scrubbed the floor togeth-
er. I was moved when as they listened,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton sat leaning against
Gertrude Stem's knees with Gertrude's
hands resting gently on her shoulders. This
exchange was subtle but undeniably pow-
erful. The women also commented on the
stories being told. They laughed as Eliza
Southgate told stories about her beau and
together they solemly mourned her death.

Although all of the actresses gave
committed and moving performances,
they were not all of the same caliber. As
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Leigh Gates
seemed illuminated from within as she
passionately fought for the rights of wo-
men. Her energy was infectious but it was
always conveyed at the same level, it nev-
er waned and it never increased. Susan

Trout tenderly and honestly relived Ger-
trude Stem's passage from daughter to
wife to writer. The actress is lovely to
watch but she in no way looked Semitic
nor did she try to capitalize on the influ-
ence of her character's background Under-
neath Karen Sax's brazen portrayal of
Mother Jones there was always a sugges-
tion of sensitivity. Offsetting this powerful
figure was Kim Rosenfield's endearing
portrait of Mana Mitchell. I held my
breath through Gina Lund's chilling car-
riage scene which was enhanced by Rhon-
da Rubinson's effective lighting. Finally,
in the play's most touching moment, Clare
Cojnngo could not hide the severity of
Eliza Southgate's illness as she tried to
remain cheerful in a letter to her parents.

Alan Brody can be credited with di-
recting an inspiring and inventive produc-
tion. The connection made between the
actresses and their characters strengthened
the universality already inherent in the
play. However, I did not like Brody's use
of two sidestage musicians to represent the
assorted men in the character's stories.

Gina Lund as Dr Anna Howard S/UZH-

Their chauvinism was overplayed and I
would have preferred to have had the
women act out these roles as well

Out Of Our Father's House was nol
only a wonderful production but a joyous
event to attend. The play signified the ex-
citing changes currently taking place at
Minor Latham Playhouse There has, been
a shift towards more contemporary and
innovative productions—largely due to
the Theater Program's new chairman.
Alan Brody The One Act Play Series'
impressive production of Talking With. di
reeled by Lexie Leban and Laura Callanan
was the first indication of this transforma-
tion. Brody is instilling the department
with an energy and genuine love of theatre
that was severely lacking

The opening night performance was
highlighted by the attendance of the play's
author. Eve Merriam. At an informal re-
ception following the performance, Ms
Merriam warmly praised the production
She explained that up until seeing Bar-
nard's production, she had grown tired of
the play. She said, "It is so rare that you

get to see something the way you like to
have it done " She praised F.llen Kurrel-
meyer's sel which she felt resembled an
attic or a basement. but nothing in between
as women are always "up on a pedestal or
down in the basement Ms Memam
then brought out an original letter of Hhza
Southgate's It had been given to her by
one of Eliza Soulhgale's ancestors who
had seen the television production of the
play Ms Memam has temporarily loaned
Barnard this letter to be put on display in
the library
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j" "Suddenly music explodes . . . suddenly
| the lights come on ... The piece

comes to life'II

by Megu Schwan
Three men sc urry on in the dark stage

in overcoats with their hands in their pock-
ets They work their way around the stage
in increasingly intricate patterns, bowing
and swaying, they can'l do much as their
hands are still in their pockets and their
i oat L ollars are turned up against the cold
Suddenly the music explodes with the tm-
n\ hldre i»t a saxophone Suddenly the
lights come on and the hands come out of
the pockets I t ' s all lights, camera—as if
someone backstage has yelled "action1"
The piece comes to life in a labyrinth of
convoluted movement passages Piano,
sax and bas,s weave webs around the triple
time wait/ rhythm as the dancers weave
webs around each other The piece is
idlled Walt/" and was performed last night
by the Danny Buraczeski Dance Co

Fission the first dance, of which
"Waltz" is a section, is a work set to si*
pieces of music by the Dave Brubeck
Quartet It has a traditional composition of
parts. Full Cast, Women, Men. Women,
Men, Full Cast There is no theme in this
piece, merely dancers interacting as the
music directs them Music is everything in
this dance Buraczeski has taken the music
and translated it mutatis mutandis into
movement In this particular piece, Bura-
c /cslu could be called the interpreter rather
than the choreographer

Brubeck's music is strong with de-
f i n i t i v e themes and inexorable rhythms It
creates a frame in which the interpreter
mast place a certain type of movement He
has no choice, for it would be easy for the
audience to say, "no, that movement is
wrong, it is not what the music is saying "
r-or example in "Rhumba". the second
section of Fission, the music is, not sur-
prisingly, a jazz variation on the rhumba
A piece of music entitled Rhumba. that is a
rhumba, does not leave much choice for
the movement but also to be a rhumba, or,
as Buraczeski chooses, a jazz variation on
the rhumba (classical ballet for example
just wouldn't cut it) The women add to
their original white leotard and black tights
(worn in the introduction) a black fringed
shaw I tied around their waists and draped
provocatively over one hip Their move-
ments are what one expects te, what one
does oneself when one is in one's room
listening to Dave Brubeck's "Rhumba "
TTKT dancers are rhumba-ing slowly, sen-
sually and erotically as the music is slow,
sensual and erotic The implication here is
not thai anyone could have created or

danced this piece, but merely to point out
that one's expectations are fulfilled

Section three is called "Waltz," and
is as might be expected, a jazz variation on
the wait/ The saxophone and piano carry
on dialogue Sometimes they speak in uni-
son, sometimes they argue, both talking at
once Sometimes they intertwine in spiral-
ing melodies Similarly, the men break up
and come together Sometimes two mimic
the sax, one the piano, sometimes vice
versa Sometimes all three are in unison,
sometimes all three intertwine with move-
ments vanaled either sequentially or phys-
ically, but always their movements are dic-
tated by the music

By the "Finale", we have seen again
the women, and then again the men in
"Unsquare Dance" and "Drum Dance"
respectively Our attention is still gripped
by Buraczeski's choreography which we
think is (dare we to believe our eyes?)
great The shapes and designs created by
Buraczeski are original, and very rarely
can we trace influences in his work. Yet
we are waiting for that moment when the
movement will depart from the music to
create, so to speak, something larger than
the sum of Us parts This moment must
wait, however, until the second piece

In the "Finale," the dancers move as
couples, though there is a distressing lack
of, emotional interaction between them
Generally, couples are used to show rela-
tionship, romantic or otherwise This ex-
cites our imagination When the couples
behave so cold and formally, as they do
here, ignoring the fact that they are cou-
pled together, we feel (as we should) that
something is missing. On the other hand,
the point of the piece becomes clear It is
the interpretation of Brubeck's music into
movement, no more, no less

The second piece. Lost Life uses jazz
dance to tell the story of the life of Art
Pepper, a jazz musician It is important to
note the unusual purpose to which jazz
dance is used here Generally we see jazz
dance in musicals or T V. specials where
the dances are there to spice up the show
or, it often seems, simply to show off the
technical virtuosity of the performers A
stunning example of this would be for ex-
ample Doncin—jazz dance for jazz
dance's sake

The theme of Lost Life is conflict. Art
Pepper was not only a musician but a

junkie and a convict as well. It shows up in
the music (by An Pepper), as innocent
light and airy youth verses cool, dark and
forboding adulthood. These forces work
against each other within An Pepper
throughout his life. Each character in the
piece can be associated with one or another
of these opposing forces in An Pepper's
life Pepper, for example, is danced by
two dancers. Pepper as a boy (Les John-
son) and Pepper as a man (Danny Bura-
czeski) Young Pepper is innocent, old
Pepper dissolute Often they appear to-
gether on the stage, uniting and splitting as
the selves of Art Pepper. Pepper's wife
(Katheryn Appleby) along with his mother
(Mary Copeland) are on the side of inno-
cence On the corrupt side we have The
Dealer

Though in this piece again the music
dictates the movement, the piece has by the
virtue of characters and conflict, created,
so to speak, something greater than the
sum of it's parts The emotion, passion,
conflict and resolution add depth and reso-
nance to the piece. It is clearly telling us
about one man's struggle in life, a poig-
nant portrayal that moves the audience to
laughter and tears

The last piece, '7u the Season shows
yet another facet of Buraczeski's talent:
his sense of humour. The music, by Duke
Ellington, is a jazz variation on Tchai-
kovski's Nut Cracker Suite. The piece
(have you guessed?) is a modem day ver-
sion of that venerable ballet.

The curtain opens on Clara (Abby
Levine) in an electric blue mintdress,
standing in front of presents and a small
tree. There are also a bunch of modem day
trendsters dressed copesetically in black
with nasty looking belts and bracelets,
hanging around the tree. Drozzelmeyer,
(danced by Frank Pietri in a guest appear-
ence) arrives in a green satin tuxedo jacket
with tight royal blue pants.

Yes, the tree grows to enormous pro-
portions. Yes, the sugar plum fairy—al-
though dressed in a scarlet red tu-tu minus
toe shoes—does myriad pirouettes at the
end of her solo (despite the fact that the rest
of her performance is extremely jazzed up,
so that it is almost—bul not quite—un-
recognizable as ballet)

Danny Buraczeski, Director

The best word for 'Tis the Season is
fun. Though it lags in some parts, and the
audience is not sure in others if its funny or
not, it is enjoyable, good for a gag.
and.. well . . . fun

Buraczeskf s work is characterized as
"experimental" by critic Jennifer Dunn-
ing. Yet it is not the choreography that is
experimental Original yes. but it is still
steeped in traditional jazz dance tech-
nique. It is the use to which Buraczeski
puts jazz dance which is experimental. A
better word might be new Rarely is it too
showy and gaudy, rarely is it used as a
means to demonstrate the height of a
dancer's kick or other aspects of his or her
technical skill. This does not mean that the
dancers are not possessed of a high level of
technical competence To the contrary the
dancers have all had classical training and
are all technical masters of their art, with
truly great dancemanship by Robert
Smith, Ytoy Ybarra, (who makes his first
professional appearance in New York with
these performances) and Abby Levine.
Buraczeski has taken jazz dance out of its
Broadway musical prison and made it a
viable alternative to classical ballet and
modern dance as a serious dance techni-
que. Buraczeski's experiment is a success.



Lavigne
Continued from page I
embargo was lifted." '

Lavigne said the prevailing view held
by American state officials is that Western
Europe should curb its dependence on So-
viet energy supplies, restrict trade with the
Soviets in general, and establish more fav-
orable trade with the smaller Eastern Euro-
pean nations, especially with the "good
ones such as Hungary and Rumania."
However, Lavigne argued that "the de-
pendency of Western Europe on Soviet
energy supplies is seen by Western Europe
as very much exaggerated by the United
States." She added that other suppliers
such as Norway or Nigeria may charge
"30 percent higher than the USSR and not
necessarily be more reliable.'' In speaking
with French businessmen, Lavigne said she
has also learned that they see the USSR as
a "very large and attractive market." As
far as the Hungarians and Rumanians are
concerned, Lavigne answered, "Everyone
agrees that they are very nke people but
that doesn't prevent trade relations from
declining."

"Western Europeans definitely don't

Seminars
Continued frontpage I
still out." There has not yet been any at-
tempt to systematically evaluate students'
reaction to the program. The director meiv^
tioned that all students in both spring and
fall seminars will be given the opportunity
to submit written evaluations of their
courses at the end of each semester. Mc-
Caughey hopes to get "a1 fairly compre-
hensive sense of student reaction" in this
manner so that next year the programs will
be "structured with greater knowledge "

McCaughey feels that students favor
the program even though it is a require-
ment. "Requirements generally tend to af-
fect a course's popularity. People tend to
appreciate something they have full and
free choice and control over.''

Student reaction to -the seminars has
generally been positive. Barnard freshman
Julia Harlan, presently enrolled in the
"Cosmology, Causality, and Time" sem-
inar, complimented her course "because
the small class size makes the student in-
teraction and class participation greater "
Another student, Gknianna Vails, who is
participating in "The Tragic Vision"
seminar explained the positive aspects of
her seminar. "I enjoy the small classroom
atmosphere where you have a group of
intelligent women who are all contributing
to the discussion. In high school, usually
the class consisted of thirty or more stu-
dents and only three or four of them parti-
cipated in the discussion."

The amount of writing expected of
students is something McCaughey sees all
freshmen recognizing as "something that
needs to be extracted from them, some-
thing useful early on in the Barnard educa-
tion;" Rita Sethi, a student in "The Uto-
pian Tradition in Western Thought'' semi-
nar expressed her views about her seminar
and the writing portions of it. "It com-
pletely serves its purpose. I think it's
meant to be a loose environment, and it is.
It's meant not to be a demanding course
and to allow you to concentrate on other

believe that by reducing trade with the
USSR, it's possible to bring about the
crash of the Soviet economy; I doubt very
much that they should even wish it because
of the world political balance of the super-
powers," Lavigne concluded. However,
when she was later asked whether Fiance
would place its economic interests over its
political interests and side with die Soviet
Union against die United States, Lavigne
stressed the fact that "France does con-
sider itself to be a reliable ally to the
United States."

Lavigne studied economics and Rus-
sian language and literature at the Univer-
sity of Strasbourg. She has an impressive
list of publications, including The Social-
ist Economy (1970), Les relations eco-
nomiques Est-Ouest (1979), and a book on
the Soviet Constitution (1979). She has
received the Silver Medal of the National
Center of Scientific Research for her work
in economics. She has worked with the
Kennan Institute and the Russian Research
Center at Harvard University and hopes
to be a visiting professor at Stanford
University next year.

The Virginia C. Gildersleeve lectures
are sponsored by the Associate Alumnae
of Barnard College.

courses, and it's not overwhelming. Last-
ly, I think its supposed to make you feel as
if you write like a first-grader, and it
does."

| A common complaint of many fresh
mei currently choosing seminars for next
semester rests in the differences between
the j fall and spring course choices. "I'm
not very excited about the spring seminar
offerings. There seemed to be more and a
wider variety of choices for the fall," la-
mented one registering freshman who
asked to remain unidentified. McCaughey
simply explained, "fewer seminars are
offered next semester because fewer stu-
dents need to take them." Only 200 fresh-
men will take a seminar course next spring
compared to the 315 students who took
them in the fall.

Further differences between the fall
and spring seminars were pointed out by
McCaughey, particularly the way in which
they are chosen. For fall semesters, stu-
dents are encouraged to indicate their pre-
ferences by cluster, while in the spring,
they indicate them by the individual semi-
nar. McCaughey noted that in the spring
seminars, faculty reputations enter into the
choice of seminars, where they weren't a
factor in the fall selection. Because of this,
fewer students in the spring seminars will
be placed in their first choice.

While details remain uncertain, the
administrators of the seminar, program
plan to introduce a new cluster next year
which has been given the temporary short-
hand "East/West." and will focus on ad-
dressing the questions of intercultural con-
tact. McCaughey added that they intend
to create four or five new courses in
this cluster that would draw from non-
western texts as a prominent part of the
reading.

McCaughey noted that the the-
matic content and assigned readings are
only one aspect of the seminars and the
general purpose of the program will be
served by any of the freshman seminars

COLLEGE STUDENTS
for

BEER BLAST and COLLEGE MIXER

Includes: transportation • two nights accommodations

• two breakfasts • one dinner • three hour open bar

• beer bliist

New York

718-631-3800

Long Island

516-222-0155

Westchester

914:997-0140

New Jersey
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COMING TO COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY:
Tuesday, November 27,1984

Vitesse Electronics Corp.. a newly formed, rapidly expanding electronics firm, will
be designing and building computer systems which incorporate both silicon and
gallium arsenide integrated circuit components

Our current temporary facility and new manufacturing facility (scheduled forcomple
lion in early 1985) are located in Southern California's suburban Ventura county. 50
miles northwest of Los Angeles

Vitesse's goal is to be a leading manufacturer of high speed electronics products
within six years.

Our current team has strong backgrounds in systems, software, hardware. saJes
management, device physics and integrated circuit fabrication

We are looking for energetic, dynamic, motivated individuals w i t h a BS. MS or PhD
in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering. Mathematics Physics ancVor expertise
in the following areas.

Diagnostics Assemblers Logic Design
Compilers Numeric Algorithm Design L S.I Design
Simulator Scientific Algorithm Design Device Physics
Operating Systems 1C Processing

Vitesse offers the chance to work with talented people on challenging projects which
provide the opportunity to learn and to produce a high quality, world class product
By joining Vitesse, you will be able to make major contributions in your held of
expertise and to grow with a powerful start-up company In addition, you can enjoy a
ground floor opportunity and participate in stock ownership in Vitesse

If this interests you. please register and sign-up in the Recruiting Office. 205 Buell
Hall

An Equal Opportunity Employer
3120 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village. California 91362

(818)706-0400
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f Poetics Promises Fall
L vntinufd from page t
ante the manipulation of woman as art
anil senual object in Renaissance painting
the positing of woman as Other in lan-
guj^e. the erotics of editing, the maternal
metaphor, the conception of engendering,
the relationships of Women to Woman, to
Voue to writing, to the text, to each
otru r and themselves

In her concluding remarks, professor
Gir i May Chair of Columbia's French
IX ponment wekomed the "youth, enthu-
Md^m and^lf confidence" of the women
involved m feminist scholarship She
spoke as an 'elder sister in academia"
when she expressed her own enthusiasm
tor the growing strength of women's
vou.es in scholarship and reminded her
vounger colleagues of the mutual need be
iween the women who forged their way
into traditionally male institutions, and
their successors who from their hard-won
positions can change things from within

May echoed the essential importance
uf the practice of Gynesis. th^t it is the
pnxess of feminist criticism "l-eyus hope
that Women's Studies and FeminisVCnlt-
usm as they become mstitutionalizedNlo
not become sanitized l-el us hope that
thev remain a disturbing and disquieting
forte in the mtelleirual scene

Continued from page 2
has apparently been suggesting cuts in mil-
itary spending. So far, Reagan has been
looking elsehwere to solve the deficit
problem Specifically, to establish a 1988
deficit under $150 billion, Reagan has
strongly expressed his desire to cut domes-
tic spending To reach that 1988 goal of
$150 billion without cutting military
spending or raising taxes. Administration
officials have stated that the proposed bud-
get would entail cuts in domestic programs
such as Medicare, civil service retirement,
farm subsidies, and student loans

Tax specialists from both parties have
agreed that Reagan's statement of last
week, that the Administration's tax revi-
sion plan "would not result in any indi-
vidual having his taxes raised," should not
be taken literally It is likely that millions
of Americans will find their taxes being
raised as a result of the tax reform plan that
has been presented in Congress, or as a
result of the one that the Reagan Admini-
stration will be proposing in the next few
months

How nice to have a president whom
we can not take literally Promises, prom-
ises

Continued from page 5
and ending with a series of failed mar-
riages Langella is made to strike poses all
over the stage, spouting cliched aphor-
isms, melodramatic and/or ironic asides,
and what are generally meant to be deep,
thought provoking questions Any sparks
that do strike are due to Miller's attempt to
write honestly about himself and. particu-
larly, about his mamage to Monroe

Neither Miller nor Odets were to have
any major triumphs after the plays current-
ly being revived, although Miller, whose
talent is visible even in a recent minor
effort like The American Clock, may yet
write one again. As it is. the current
mountings of The Country Girl and After
the Fall, both in handsome off-Broadway
houses, serve to remind us that great writ-
ers don't necessarily wnte great plays

JOIN
BULLETIN!
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MANAGE YOUR CAREER
WITH A
ROCJ

r\ t the University of Rochester's Graduate
School of Management you can manage your career

with a highly respected M.B.A.
With our wide variety of financial aid and loan programs,

you can manage your finances, too.
So, take charge, and manage your way to a

top quality management education.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE:

From anywhere in the U S
outside N Y State call

1-800-621-0095
From within N Y. State call.

1-800-462-0073
Call toll free during these hours:

Monday - Friday . 8 30 a.m - 5:00 p m.
Tuesday 5 00 p.m. - 10-00 p.m
Saturday 1000a.m- 2:00 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Rochester, NY 14627

Any undergraduate major can quality you as an M.B.A. candidate.

Continued from page I
The semi-formal event which will

take place in Mclntish Center, will involve
the Barnard, Columbia, and Engineering
colleges; a large turnout is expected. Be-
sides each other, participants will also be
able to enjoy beer, wine, champagne
punch, soda, munchies and a DJ with a
video. (Faculty members are, of course,
invited to the event.).

According to BHR Graduate Assis-
tant, Adella Wasserstein, "This is the big-
gest thing to happen to Barnard and Col-
umbia. As far as we know, nothing like
this has happened before " So far, there
has been a very favorable response to the
idea of the Dance and the Dorm Councils,
Me Ac, and head residents in Columbia are
already hard at work with preparations

McAc Representative, Deborah Par-
ries, believes that timing for the party is
just perfect. "This is the last time you can
let it all out before finals. If you don't do it
now, you'll never do it!"

Tickets for the Dance will be on sale
from November 26-December 4, exclud-
ing weekends. They will be available in
the Mclntosh Box Office from 12 00-3:00
PM. at the Hewitt Cafeteria on November
26-28, and December 3 and 5 from 5 30-
7:30 PM. and tentatively in John Jay on
November 29, 30 and December 4 from
5:30-7:30 PM Dance tickets will only be
sold in advance so do not delay' Your
dream date may be closer to reality than
you think'

HELP WANTED
GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16.559-$50,553/year
Now Hiring Your Area

Call 1-805-687-6000. EXT R-7106

FOR SALE
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U S government? Get the
facts today' Ca» 1-312-742-1142, Ext
4257.

ISOLATION TANKS
Heading up north for Thanksgiving va-
cation'' Get off the tram at Croton-Har-
mon Station for some much-deserved
rest and relaxation' Certainly you've
heard of floating an isolation tanks Dr
Glen Brennan, psychologist is please
to announce the opening of his office
MINDWORKS—less than one hour
from N.YC. Floatation session just
$20.00 an hour MINDWORKS, across
the street from Croton-Harmon Station
at One Croton Avenue. MINDWORKS
Call (914) 271-5793 for an appoint-
ment.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
EXISTENTIAL PSHCHOTHERAPY
Increase your options and deepen your
understanding of yourself and your
world. Free consultation. 663-5680
Barnard neighborhood


